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Winter months bring with them an immense sense of magic and

wonder. The onset of the month of November brings with it

Karnataka Rajyotsava, a joyous occasion that fills the heart of every

resident of Karnataka with pride and a sense of belonging. It was

celebrated with great enthusiasm in the school.

Apart from celebrating occasions like Ekta Diwas and Communal

Harmony, the months of November and December saw the little ones

of Primary classes multitasking dexterously between curriculars and

co-curriculars. On one hand they were busy preparing for

competitive exams like Olympiads and Logiquids and, of course,

their Monthly Reviews, while on the other hand they were gearing up

to put their best foot forward for the mega event ‘Preksha 2022-23’

which is scheduled to be held on 6th January 2023.
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ಕನ್ನಡವನ್ನನ ಕಲಿಯೋಣ,
ಕನ್ನಡವನ್ನನ ಬೆಳೆಸೆ ೋಣ

ಕನ್ನಡದ ದೋವಿಗೆಯನ್ನನ ಹಚ್ಚಿ
ನ್ಮ್ಮ ಶಾಲೆಯನ್ನನ ಬೆಳಗಿಸೆ ೋ

Kannada Rajyotsava was celebrated on 4th November 2022 by

students of Grades 1-6. The programme began with the state

anthem, Jaya Bharata Jananiya Tanujate followed by a virtual

tour showing the culture and heritage of Karnataka and
also ಕರ್ಾಾಟಕ ಏಕೋಕರಣ (Unification of Karnataka). The

audience was introduced to the 8 Jnanapitha awardees and

their literary works. The students danced to the

famous Kannada song Hachevu Kanadada Deepa.

Lesser known details of the folk dances of Karnataka

like Kamsale, Suggi Kunita, Huli Vesha, Dollu

Kunita and Kolata were provided to the audience while the

students danced with much gusto. The programme ended with

the lilting notes of “Barisu Kannada Dimdimava”

The principal, Mrs. Jyotsna Nair addressed the gathering

and the auditorium reverberated with the slogan

Jai Karnataka!

ಎಲಾಾದರನ ಇರನ , ಎಂತಾದರನ ಇರನ
ಎಂದೆಂದಗ ನೋ ಕನ್ನಡವಾಗಿರನ

ಕನ್ನಡವೆೋ ಸತ್ಯ ,
ಕನ್ನಡವೆೋ ನತ್ಯ
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A child always teaches us how to be happy

for the smallest of reasons and helps us to

see the bigger picture.

The Children’s Day 2022 began with the

programme put together by teachers, a much

awaited event indeed! Teachers from the

Primary Years performed dances to foot

tapping music in traditional attire. Teachers

were cheered enthusiastically by the

students.

The audience was captivated by an

entertaining Hindi Puppet Story and a

medley of songs sung by the teachers. An

art competition was held for the primary

students as a part of the celebration.

Many unforgettable moments filled with fun

and laughter made it a memorable day for

the students.
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The Birthday of Late Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi is celebrated as

“Sadbhawna Diwas” or “Communal Harmony day”. Celebration of tolerance

and respect for each other’s religion being the need of the hour, the

Communal Harmony week was celebrated for the students of the Primary

from 28th November to 2nd December 2022. The underlying objective of the

celebration was to elucidate –“Do unto others what you would like them to

do unto you.”

Teachers discussed the essence of communal harmony, its importance and

how it can be used to make a nation stronger.. This provided an opportunity

to the students to learn about loving and respecting people of every religion

and community without any discrimination.
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What could be a better way to teach communal harmony to the students than

this quote- “We are like a box of crayons, each one of us is unique, but when

we get together-the picture is complete.”

Sardar Patel popularly known as the ‘Bismarck’ of independent India is

acclaimed across the world for introducing several reforms besides taking

bold decisions.

Ekta Diwas was observed on 31st October to mark the birth anniversary of

Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel. The significance of the day is to promote tolerance.

Various aspects of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, the erstwhile Home Minister and

Deputy Prime Minister’s childhood, education, career, leadership skills,

patriotism, contribution towards freedom and achievements were a part of

the discussion.

A quiz was organised for each grade according to the grade level. Children

actively participated in the quiz and enjoyed the same.
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In addition, a few activities were organised for the students to

promote the concept of Communal Harmony. The students

were encouraged to express their thoughts on Communal

Harmony which resulted in beautiful writeups.

All students from grades 1 to 5 were given a logo of harmony

that was coloured by the students and was used as the

Communal Harmony badge through the week for the event.

The enthusiastic participation of everyone ensured that the

event was a grand success.
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To reiterate this, a dentist talk was held on the 4th of November for the students 

of Grade 4 by Dr. Rupali Kaul.

Dr Rupali Kaul is a pedodontist, specialized in diagnosing and treatment of

dental problems of children.

She provided detailed information on the structure of tooth and how to take

care of them. She had some useful tips on oral hygiene to share with our young

learners. She also discussed the reasons why cavities are formed and

highlighted problems caused due to it.

She explained the importance of health and hygiene of our teeth. It was an

interactive session as she answered the various queries posed by the students

towards the end.

Confucius once said –“Behind every smile there is teeth”, so the takeaway

being dental care is of utmost importance, if teeth are brushed twice a day, it

keeps the dentist away.
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‘A genuine smile comes from the heart, while a healthy smile needs 

good dental care”



With the belief that gardening can also be a great tool to teach

valuable life lessons, a session on gardening was organised on 15th

December, 2022 for students of Grades 2 and 3.

The aim of the session was to build a better understanding of

growing and taking care of plants. The guest speaker for the same

was our enthusiastic school gardener Mr. Oblesha. He explained the

different stages of palm seed germination, ranging from a palm

seed to when the root and shoot could be identified properly. He

brought samples of various stages of palm seed germination which

generated a lot of interest in the students. This was followed by a

question and answer round with the students.

It was heartening to see the active participation and the curiosity

with which the students participated in the discussion and had all

their garden related queries answered by the gardener.
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Friendship being the basic ingredient of a truly merry Christmas, the best gift of all times is the presence of happy joyful
faces all wrapped up around each other. The holiday merriment and cheer was evident all around the school with
a Christmas party in every class.

The excited students helped put up decorations in their classrooms, made cards, bookmarks for each other and their
teachers and it was sheer joy and laughter all around as the year drew to a close and we welcomed our winter
vacation. The children gathered on the school ground after their party for some carol singing and fun.

It was truly a day of fun, games, laughter, good times and cheer!!





…



This is my musing about the ‘Garden

city’. Hello Bengaluru! I am 11 years old

here and an outright confession is that, never

once did I imagine that Bengaluru would be

where I live, work or shop. Fate has a way of

connecting the things in life. Seldom do we

see these connections or the threads being

woven together but someday when you start

seeing the bigger picture, the pieces begin to

align.

My father used to bring us here often and I

used to wonder what attracted him to this

city. Was it the weather? Maybe the food at

MTR or coffee at the old Airport Hotel?

Maybe it was the sense of calm that

surrounded him in the beautiful gardens.

Then again, it was perhaps all of these. Fast

forward a few years, I find myself living

here. Initially, the adjustment was chaotic-it

is different to be a tourist- you did not have

to know your way around, take the local bus

or even know the language. But as someone

living here, there is a need

for metamorphosis.

just makes everything so much fresher, and

greener and has wiped out all evidence of

dust. Irrespective of where I am, the rains

comfort me.

With rain, there needs to be a mention of

coffee, right? The ‘By-2’ culture does not sit

well with me though; I admit I need an

entire mugful of this delight. By now, I am

almost touching upon everything that is

cliché on the list, so might as well include

the MTR because why not! Having IKEA

here does not hurt my feelings either, so the

list goes on.

With the beginning of the new year it

is time to reflect on my experiences here

and see why this has been a family

favourite, I have two words that sum up

what this city has – character and charm.

Much like Shakespeare’s own Portia.

-Meenakshi V

–

But the city was kind, as were its people. They taught me my

basic Kannada vocabulary. Auto drivers would teach me the

way around my layout. The angadis would teach me the names

of groceries and vegetables. This was the time before Google

Maps, Google Translate and Ola if may I add.

As a person who comes from a city that cheers for the rain and

appreciates the precious drops that found their way in the

monsoon, Bangalore rains were no torture. Yes, there is traffic,

and yes water stagnates but I love seeing the rain and how it



Thank you! 

Winters are a reminder to bring warmth to people around us,

to be kind to those who are with us every day and be grateful

for everything that we have been blessed with. We, at NPS

Koramangala, constantly nurture this in our hearts and strive

to practice it every day.

The cold breeze and the oh-so-difficult to-get-out-of-

bed moments pose no challenge to all of with our children

in school, for they are our sunshine and our shining

stars. With them, there is no cold day or dull moment,

no matter the season.

As we begin another year, another memorable journey, the

memories of the bygone year make us look back and fill us

with the conviction to achieve more. After all, there are miles

to go before we sleep…
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